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TIME TO SHINE
Aims of the programme

Time To Shine was a year-long project working with different groups of students from the three Brownhills
Learning Community schools. Activities used social circus and the therapeutic use of human circus skills in
order to bring about a range of physical and personal development benefits. At Darnhill the intended
benefits of the project were to:

Develop circus skills in a group environment
Improve listening, responding and social skills
Develop skills to follow instructions from Skylight staff.

Challenges included a very disadvantaged intake of complex needs and a wide range of ages from 4-16yrs.
Many had chaotic lives, were vulnerable, marginalised, living in poverty and had additional behavioural,
learning/physical disabilities. The school has 3 different sites and changing school population. Frequent
changes added additional challenges with some pupils moving back to mainstream education and newcomers
starting.

NURTURE GROUP
"Our students struggle to follow basic instructions and can get quickly frustrated
with anything new to them. They also struggle with fine motor skills and
concentration but nothing was a barrier at Skylight and each pupil came away
learning many new skills." - Letter from a Teacher
Children aged 4-7 years, were impulsive, lacked the ability to follow instructions and became frustrated when
tricks didn’t work. Trainers had to work hard to keep children engaged despite decades of experience with
marginalised groups. Following on from our Nurture Psychology training we re-developed the sessions. Our
decision to shorten the sessions to 30 minutes had a big impact. Teachers were pleased, reporting
improvements in listening, team work and improved concentration.

“Thank you Skylight Circus for such a great
6 week program with my class from
Brownhill School. Our children have
challenging behaviours, emotional and
social difficulties and SEN but your
patience and experience with young
people shone through and instantly put
them at ease and you quickly became
their highlight of each week.
- Letter from a Teacher

YEAR 11
These are pupils are 15/16 years, excluded from mainstream &/or with
special needs.

At the start of the school year, our group were based in

an old, dilapidated building.

School changes were being made to

intake, timetable and activities.

Pupils outside banged on doors and windows to get in. There was
disruption and shouting. We decided to bring a small group to Skylight’s
venue. Hats and hoodies were voluntarily removed on entry and behaviour
improved. They preferred our calmer space. Opportunities to try tightrope
and trapeze caught imaginations. They realised practice was necessary,
giving trainers the chance to encourage each pupil individually.

One young persons story
A letter from a teacher
A young person that has been out of mainstream school for several years. They have significant behavioural,
emotional, social developmental issues. They had displayed some very challenging behaviour and was lacking
social or empathetic skills. This young person was in the first session where the group tried new skills on offer,
and took a shine to stilt walking.

This young person attended every session available and was keen to be at

Skylight. The participant used distraction methods to avoid learning more complicated skills, however with
encouragement from Skylight staff, the participant managed to overcome this, learning new circus skills.

As a

consequence, they also gained many physical and personal benefits. The participants work with Skylight
enabled them to take instructions and respond in a proactive way. The young person also helped younger
students with their end of project performance. In addition to praising them from the audience seat, they also
joined in some acts. The interaction with trainers and peers gave the participant a focus. They succeeded in
circus skills and achieved a level of acceptance and self-worth. They have been working throughout the
summer as a peer mentor, representing not only their school but also Skylight Circus. We anticipate that this
will help this young person transition to the Post 16 course, where they will be able to show that they can
achieve, be motivated and show that they have a lot to offer.

“Thank you Skylight Circus staff for giving this young
person a chance to shine.” - Teacher

There were many achievements over the year. A key achievement is
the improvement in classroom learning by most children. They
gained more awareness of their own learning and are more able to
accept initial failures and persevere to achieve success.

At the start of the project, one teacher was sceptical about circus
skills helping the children. After sessions with his class, he soon
became enthusiastic. He could see how his pupils were engaged
and keen to have a go. He also reported that over the following
weeks the pupils built better relationships with each other which
transferred to the classroom.

A teacher’s letter describes this potentially life-changing outcome "I am amazed how much our students self esteem and confidence has grown since
attending these workshops and this reflects back in school. They now try to be
positive when learning something new because Skylight taught them that anything
is possible"
The majority of the group performed their newly acquired skills to an audience. It was very challenging for
those who struggle with low self confidence. One child was so excited and proud that he got quite upset
when it looked like his parent might miss the show.

One parent commented “ I couldn’t believe it today when I saw him smiling and
performing in front of a large audience. Thank you, thank you, thank you.”

Training the Teachers
Skylight ran a circus skills training session for teachers which
was well attended. It gave teachers the opportunity to
experience the benefits of our sessions. Skylight has
built up a strong working relationship with The Brownhills
Learning Community who are desperate to work with
us again.

"The Skylight Team are experienced,
patient, approachable, highly skilled
and they plan their workshops with
great precision to tailor for each
individual. They were fantastic role
models to our students." - Teacher

Changes to the
Community
This project made positive differences to Rochdale by improving the educational,
personal development and ultimate employment and life prospects of students.
All students were out of mainstream education due to behaviour/emotional difficulties,
exclusion, SEN or medical diagnosis including ASD.

Improvements will have some impact on anti social behaviour in the community.
Circus skills proved to be a new, exciting way of engaging pupils from the Brownhills (BLC)

Pupils from BLC improved health, well-being, personal development and social
skills. Participants have increased their level of physical activity and fitness. They
improved hand and eye coordination, dexterity and motor skills.They acquired new
skills eg can juggle, plate spin. Young people are seen in a more positive light
after performing the skills in a show. Participants have met challenges and gained
confidence and self-esteem. Disengaged young people learnt not to give up if
they did not succeed right away. Participants improved social development,
cooperation and team work. The absorption of learning new skills reduced levels
of anxiety and helped participants overcome personal fears and challenges.

Outputs
Approximately 70 sessions: workshops,
training, making sessions and
rehearsals and a great performance
at Darnhill (BLC)

91 people
benefitted
from the
project

Thank you for helping to
fund this project
With the help of PCL and Link4Life, Skylight Circus Arts has been able to work with over 90 children in The
Brownhills Learning Community. This Learning Community provides educational provision for pupils who are
out of mainstream schools.

By using circus skills we were able to engage young people and broaden their horizons. Learning the skills
had many physical health benefits including gross & fine motor skills, balance, coordination and general
fitness. The challenge of trying new things and working with new people helped build self esteem,
confidence and reduced anxiety. These benefits can all be taken forward into everyday life and help with the
personal development of these troubled young people. Teachers have been impressed with the difference
made and are very keen to work with us again.

My class especially have Attachment issues, Autism and Aspergers and so really
struggle in different environments, different people and/or anything out of their
daily structured routine but each staff member of Skylight worked closely with
our school staff and by halfway through the programme had established positive
and trusting relationships with each and every pupil. Thank you again - and thank
you for going out of your way to do a workshop at our school!” - Letter from a
Teacher
"Supported by players of Peoples Postcode Lottery"

